Steady flow generation in microcirculatory systems.
In this paper we explore the mechanical generation of steady-non pulsatile-flow in microfluidic systems. The rationale of the paper is inspired in the example of cardiovascular systems where at the microscale (i.e. capillaries) the flow is steady rather than pulsatile to optimize performance. We present a solution to the generation of steady flow in engineered microfluidic systems either in open or closed loop configurations via the use of disc pumps. The disc pump consists of a flat rotating disc and utilizes both viscous drag and centrifugal force to achieve pumping. Experiments using single loop and double loop microfluidic systems are presented to characterize the disc pump. Continuous flow generated by the disc pumps can be used to separate particles based on size using recirculating loops and for extraction of small particles without disturbing the concentration of bigger particles. The potential impact of this technology includes sample separation and extraction techniques into portable microfluidic labs-on-a-chip, and long term culture systems for cells in suspension.